
Legacy  

 Jones was on deck. He swiftly walked from the front of the ship to the back, watching his 

men perform their menial tasks that he was above executing. No longer am I the servant, he 

thought. The days of compliancy for other men were over. Now, he was in charge. But unlike his 

former masters, Jones had compassion for his men. He made sure they practiced good hygiene, 

had warm quarters to sleep in, and supplied them with their favorite: rum. These practices made 

it simple to find favor in the eyes of his men, who looked toward leaders like young boys to their 

fathers. Jones knew he was the father and he accepted that his crew was content with being his 

children. The family of the sea.  

 Pride rose up through his bones to his mind as Jones stood stoically while surveying the 

sea. The standard murky blue water spanned for miles, dominating the horizon. What made some 

men scared to the point of wailing for their mothers, Jones had found solace in. The sea was his 

slave. It was not always this easygoing for Jones. It took years as a crew hand on the Beauty 

under Captain Stenkerd to finally find the comfort in floating atop an open, endless domain that 

held the creatures of the sea, second to the stars held in space. 

 With a chuckle, he recollected the story of his finding peace with Poseidon’s bride. It 

occurred back when he was only seventeen years old, a newbie in pirate terms. Stenkerd had 

barked at him to mop the decks of the Beauty with the old and raggedy janitorial set. Jones had 

lackadaisically attacked the floors as a clean-up with half-hearted mop strokes. Stenkerd must’ve 

noticed because Jones could vividly remember the intensity of the footsteps that could challenge 

any thunderstorm. They thundered toward him from behind the ship’s wheel with speeds similar 

to that of dolphins that Jones used to admire outside his porthole late into the nights at sea. 

Pretending not to notice, Jones had put his head down and started to swipe at the floors with a 

little more aggressive force than his previous attempts. But it was to no avail as Stenkerd got to 

him like the ships do to land after their travels and firmly grabbed his neck from behind.  

 “What the hell is this?” roared Stenkerd, pointing to the outlines of spit stains on the not-

so-clean upper deck. He pulled Jones closer to his tobacco-ridden breath. “Are you even trying?”  

 “Ye-ye-ah,” uttered Jones nervously. “Wait, this isn’t good enough?” Jones knew that 

Stenkerd would explode at these comments but he couldn’t formulate anything else. And he was 

still trying to discover why it mattered so much that the upper deck, which is constantly under 

the oppression of stomping boots, be as clean as the pearls in the sea below.  

 “Enough? Oh, boy! Ye’ are bouta learn!” gasped Stenkerd. Jones was correct in his 

assumptions; Stenkerd had exploded. Jones could feel the fiery rage radiating off Stenkerd’s 

skin, even under the pounds of raggedy pirate apparel, as he dragged him toward the plank. The 

breath was no cooler than the sun that dominated the skies above and whipped the whole crew--

including Jones--with layers of solar energy on bright days. Wait, wait, wait, this is it? This is 

how I die? thought Jones. 

 In no time, Stenkerd had brought Jones to the step before the plank. The plank was a thin 

piece of wood that pointed out to the boundless sea; maybe to a potential lover, or even land, 



Jones always mused. Stenkerd hoisted Jones onto the end of the plank that hugged the ship. He 

held Jones’ ribs and found his way to his ear. Jones could taste the tobacco that seemingly 

traveled through his ears and wound up on his taste buds.  

 “Now we’re here, boy,” whispered Stenkerd grudgingly. “Do you wanna stay smart or 

come down to your pirate-shit-brain for a moment, huh?” He violently shook Jones in an attempt 

to scare him. Maybe it was an unconscious call from his mind for him to do it so viciously that 

Jones would fall to the sea. But no, Stenkerd needed him. This was just a necessary learning 

moment for Jones. Tough love, Stenkerd thought.  

 “I’m sorry!” whined Jones. “Now, let me go, please! I’ll clean whatever needs to be 

done. I will! Now, let me go!” Jones relentlessly squirmed in Stenkerd’s arms, whipping his head 

in all directions which led to him discovering the crew gathering in a crowd behind Stenkerd. 

Because of this, Jones only resisted even further and screamed without hindrance to the point 

where it probably stirred the fish living in the deepest depths below the intimidating sea that 

smiled from under him.  

 “Hold still, Jones,” said Stenkerd through snarling teeth. “This is a lesson. I’m only trying 

to teach your undisciplined ass.”  

 “Why? Why me? All the other guys do a crappier job than me at cleaning the filthy deck. 

You don’t even notice them! You should’ve seen Wells the other week. I mean c’mon! 

 Jones’ head was turned around when he said this and he noticed Wells meekly put his 

head down while the few burly men that surrounded him nudged his shoulders and forcefully 

rubbed their scruffy hands through his curly hair. Stenkerd finally turned around and noticed his 

men forming behind this spectacle. He knew he had to get this over with if he wanted a tidy ship 

because all these men were supposed to be fulfilling their roles; no different from Jones. Would 

they need a lesson as well? he thought. Stenkerd turned his full attention back to Jones. Again, he 

shook the young teen a few times.  

 “Now, now,” sang Stenkerd calmly. “Ignore them and look to the sea. Trust me here, 

Jones.”  

 “All right. What now?” said Jones, submerging his attention in the expanse of sea that lay 

before the windows of his soul. Somehow, he was calmed by Stenkerd’s soothing speech. 

 “Now, what do you see out there?” questioned Stenkerd, easing his grip on the teen. 

 “I see water.” 

 “Good. What else?” 

 “The sun.”  

 “No, no. Focus your gaze on the water.” 

 “Okay. I see waves and I think a whale,” said Jones, eyes squinting under the brutality of 

Heaven’s eye. He noticed his regaining of his body, finally being released from the grip of 



Stenkerd. Stenkerd’s hand was now the only thing still attached to Jones; it neutrally rested on 

his back. Rounding Jones from the left to where he could gaze down at him, Stenkerd solemnly 

spoke to Jones.  

 “We wouldn’t wanna be its dinner, correct?” inquired Stenkerd, widening his eyes and 

tilting his head in a you-better-agree-with-me way.  

 “Yeah. Right. I don’t wanna be its dinner,” stuttered Jones.  

“So now do we realize how important mopping duty is?” 

“Yes, sir. I do.”  

“Excellent.”  

Stenkerd took his hand from Jones’s back and receded a few feet toward his men. Jones 

stepped off the plank, fully turning his whole body to Stenkerd and his fellow crewmates. Then, 

he vomited.  

 This supplied the men, Stenkerd, and even the young Jones with a fresh array of laughs. 

By the end of the little learning moment, Stenkerd appointed Jones as his chief mate for the 

remaining portion of their pirating journey before settling back in Britain, under the noses of the 

authorities. Jones became closer with Stenkerd and joined him on all his other voyages into the 

free sea. Under his tutelage, he learned the value of leadership, order, and trust.  

 After almost fifteen years of pirating the seas together, Stenkerd fell ill and passed away 

to join the creatures that swim from star to star. He left Jones with the Beauty, all his riches, and 

a map to some big treasure that had been passed down for almost sixty years at this point; Jones 

now being the one to hold its secret.  

 Stenkerd had left him with these things and his final words. “Go the distance,” Jones 

remembered, forever and always. It was Stenkerd’s dying wish for Jones to finally be the pirate 

to discover it after generations of that map’s passing down from captain to captain. But Jones 

realized that he needed to rebrand the ship after a few encounters with the British navy.  

 He settled on renaming the Beauty to Miss Pulchritudinous (a title that could be mistaken 

for the name of a yacht belonging to some British noble, rather than a pirate ship), stored away 

Stenkerd’s riches in the ship’s hold, and kept his hand over the map which he always hid in his 

inner coat pocket—another secondhand from Stenkerd. And he never looked back. For the most 

part, he kept the same crew except for Wells who turned into a bitter man toward Stenkerd and 

Jones when he was not anointed as chief mate. This didn’t faze Jones as Wells was always a man 

whom he could not seem to trust or respect. Notwithstanding, Jones heard Wells gathered his 

own band of men and commandeered his own ship: the Force. Although Jones always 

considered the possibility of Wells striking him out of jealousy in the back of his mind, he 

focused on pirating with the remaining former men of Stenkerd and never looked back.  

… 



Now here he was again, back in this moment. Standing atop the upper deck near the back 

of the ship, by the wheel. It was a cloudy day, the skies painted a whitish gray; the sun tried 

peeking out but only its outline was visible from the tyrannical wall of clouds. The clouds were 

winning today in the constant struggle for dominance in the domain of the sky.  

Menacingly, he snarled and spat on the deck, quickly reminded again of the plank story 

that would always decorate his mind with welcoming emotions. Albeit there was not much to do 

this early afternoon, Jones realized that he had to abandon this trance that trapped him like he 

were some prey to a cuttlefish. Attention to Miss Pulchritudinous was necessary. Before he 

departed from the peace of his standing alone, he saw a whale soaring in the sea, miles away—

causing some strong waves to kiss all sides of the ship and the bittersweet memories to fly from 

his mind to join his captain in the heavens above. He did have something he could do. Something 

amusing.  

Jones took the stairs on the right side of the ship’s wheel, turned left, and walked into the 

door that led to the lower levels of the ship that was placed on the wooden wall below the ship’s 

wheel. He moved down the stairs with the confidence of the Lord, thumping the wooden pieces 

in his wake. There was only one place that Jones wanted to be: the brig. Recently, one of 

Stenkerd’s former men who now sided with Wells was found of writing him about the location 

of Jones’ ship. This was halted quickly before any substantial damage could be done by Jones 

himself and the man—named Turner—was now a prisoner to the filthy brig of Miss 

Pulchritudinous.  

Headed there at a ruthless pace, Jones passed his own sleeping chambers and those of his 

men. He noticed some were asleep but fortunately for them they would be spared of his wrath 

today because he didn’t want to waste his rage on anyone besides Turner; the traitor and lover of 

the bastard Wells. Within no less than four minutes of his departure from tranquility, Jones had 

arrived at the brig that only held Turner. At least someone is using it, Jones thought. Turner was 

cowering in the corner of the little square cell. When he spared his glance to Jones, he rose 

angrily and came to the cell door, facing Jones who stood a few feet in front of him. Jones was 

slightly pacing, patronizingly.  

“What you want?” spat Turner. “Leave me alone.” 

“Wow,” scoffed Jones, “is that the way you wanna talk to the man that holds the keys to 

your freedom?” With this statement, Jones reached into in his back pocket, grabbing the keys to 

the cell and started to jangle them in the face of Turner. Turner’s breath became quickened as if 

he had just finished running a footrace.  

“Give me those!” screeched Turner, shoving his arms through the cell and shaking the 

door. Sweat and saliva were flung from his red hair as he screamed like a madman. Some drops 

of perspiration landed on Jones and his coat, furthering his urge to taunt the prisoner.  

“They can be all yours, Turner,” said Jones. “But only if you disclose the location of 

Wells and his ridiculously titled barge.” Jones was flexing his brains, using big words to confuse 



the feeble mind of a man like Turner. Most pirates were illiterate, but not Jones. Stenkerd had 

even left him a dictionary as one of his possessions.  

 “Okay, okay,” remarked Turner. “I’ll tell you. Here, come closer.”  

 “You really think I’m that foolish?” asked Jones.  

 “But I have to whisper something to you,” said Turner. He looked from side to side and 

even behind him as if an invisible crowd of ghosts would hear whatever he had to say and attack 

him if he said it aloud. But Jones was not a man of folly.  

 “Right. Well if you can’t say anything, then good-by.” Swiveling his heel and turning 

back toward the direction he came, Jones left Turner to the confines of one cellblock, the other 

empty but mayhap not silent to the wails of men incarcerated in the past. Arms folded behind his 

back, Jones took his sweet time and tried to lure out any remaining words that the mad Turner 

may leave him with. Whether it was serendipity or providence, Jones found himself a lucky man.  

 “You’re not prepared for what’s coming,” hollered Turner. “Your day of reckoning will 

arrive soon. Fool!”  

 This comment stopped Jones in his tracks. There was nothing that could alleviate the 

anxiety of Wells possibly creeping up on him out of nowhere; no different than the boogeyman 

in the dark. Jones tilted his head and body toward Turner in the cell but just stared at him. He 

wanted to laugh and mock the madman even more, but was disturbed.  

 “CAPTAIN!” shouted a voice from the upper deck, maybe even a few voices combined.  

 A look of dismay and worry flooded Jones’ face with similar effects to the time when the 

Beauty had flooded shortly after he was made chief mate under Stenkerd. What did they need? 

Was Wells and the Force close to the ship? Had he been blind? Sparing a glance of knowledge 

that he may be a potential failure to Turner, Jones turned and ditched the brig. He rushed through 

the halls and up the stairs that once yielded under his mighty heel while Turner’s cackles echoed 

through the halls behind him. In less than a few seconds, he was on the upper deck with all of his 

men, even the ones he recognized sleeping in their bunks mere moments ago.  

 Commotion was ubiquitous amongst each of the men that caught Jones’s glance. There 

was panic all over the deck like those spit stains that Jones apathetically attacked with the mop 

all those years ago. Could something good come out of all this worry? Jones asked himself. But 

he was afraid that the answer to that was nothing but no. Nevertheless, he followed the pointing 

index fingers of several men on deck, turned west, and came face to face with the Force.  

 No! How could this be reality? thought Jones. The Force was to the west of Miss 

Pulchritudinous and it was menacing. The hull, keel, and rudder of the ship were jet black 

accompanied by four sails that were white as sheep’s fur attached to masts that stood like 

wooden legs. The shrouds on Wells’ ship seemed to stick to the deck haphazardly like spider 

webs. There was a naked women as the figurehead on the bow of the ship. What did that have to 

do with force? thought Jones.  



 Another shocking factor of the whole occurrence was how close the ship had come to 

Miss Pulchritudinous. Jones had recalled that there was nothing but water with lethargic waves 

generated by the whale in the distance when he had gone down to pay a visit to Turner. It was so 

close that it’d probably take the Force under half an hour to dock Jones’ ship. And Wells wasn’t 

even authorizing his men to fire their cannons at Jones. What was happening?  

 A smell of needed leadership emitted from each of the crew hands on the deck, found its 

way into Jones’s nose and he registered in his mind that a strategy to counter this peculiar 

meeting was critical to the fate of him and his men. First, he addressed one of the crew hands to 

go get Turner from the brig and for the rest of the men to huddle up around him in the middle of 

the deck by the main mast. Like dogs flocking to their master, the men surrounded Jones.  

 “All right, men,” said Jones. “There is no doubt that that ship is the Force and that it 

holds the traitorous Wells and his bastards. But shall they be a monumental challenge for us? 

NO!” At this, all the men, including Jones, screamed in unison. Brotherhood could be seen as 

tongues of fire upon the heads of Jones’ men, similar to when it was over the heads of the 

apostles at Pentecost. Jones not only had a dictionary left to him, but also a Bible.  

 In no time, Jones had his men performing tasks all over the upper deck of the ship. There 

were fourteen men in total, including Jones, and he divided the tasks into fours. First he had three 

men man the cannons on the right ride of the ship (the side most appropriate to serve as an 

offensive against Wells’ ship) as a precaution; while another set of three men were instructed to 

climb to the crow’s nest to scout out the Force. Then, he had three other men gather the arms 

from the armory below the ship. Finally, the other three men remaining besides those latterly 

mentioned, Jones, and the mate that went to get Turner, focused on the masts and directing them 

in the proper direction to where the wind could compliment them and Jones could arrive to 

Wells’ ship before he his. This proved to work effectively and about eighteen minutes after the 

crew on the Beauty and Jones had seen Wells’ ship, they were within docking distance.  

 Jones’ ship faced the west while Wells’ ship faced the east since Jones had lowered the 

anchor to the left of the Force; thus resulting in one ship facing the opposite direction as the 

other. The gap over the water between the two ships was only about eight feet. Therefore, Jones 

had a few men grab some wooden planks and scrunch them together so that they could safely 

dock the Force. Shortly after this was performed, Jones and his group of thirteen men boarded 

the Force. Wells and his men were eerily huddled up together. They were calm and collected as 

Jones’ crew climbed atop their upper deck. Jones felt the sensation of a bomb about to explode, 

but all was quiet.  

 Wells finally spoke in his coarse English accent, “Evening Jones. How you doin’ chap?” 

 Jones had settled a few feet in front of Wells, his men gathering behind him with enough 

room that no man had to stand on the unstable planks. Each group intently eyed each other as a 

raven does its food. Jones had a strategy written in his mind that followed the guidelines of not 

being outwitted by Wells. All he wanted to do was get rid of the fellow, for no one could know 

about his operation. He had some tricks up his sleeve and an arsenal of deliveries that he could 

choose from. But he took it slow and chose wisely. Starting first with Turner. He called for the 



man—Barnes--who was detaining him in shackles to come up beside him. Jones seized Turner 

and threw him toward Wells, shackles and all.  

 “Take this lousy cretin,” spoke Jones. “I don’t wanna see him ever again.” Jones 

supported this statement by wiping his hands over his coat in an act of disgust. Turner cowered 

under Wells for a moment like a stray dog but the aggressive man shoved him away, directing 

his full attention to Jones.  

 Jones continued, “How’d you even find me?” 

 Wells chuckled and turned to face his men one at a time, eyes especially lurking on 

Turner. He jerked his thumb at Turner and said, “Well I had some support from this confidant 

here. His letters proved useful in the end, even though he’s as dumb as a rock, practically 

illiterate. It took some time trying to digest what the idiot was writin’.” Wells fully turned his 

body toward Turner, shook his head and returned his eyes to Jones. “And c’mon Jones. How 

stupid can you be? You’re now in the succession of the most notorious pirate family in history. 

You’re stirrin’ up quite an uproar in Britain as well. And it’s not like your men are saints who 

stay quiet on your breaks in Britain. Your boys sing like canaries to the concubines about your 

next journeys.” Wells produced a breed between a scoff and cackle, causing Jones’ hands to go 

numb. What came next was uncalled for.  

 “Looks like Stenkerd made an ultimately dumb decision making you the Captain,” 

concluded Wells.  

 “Rot in hell, bastard,” swore Jones. “You had your damn shot but your immature ass 

blew it by always screwin’ around with the other boys.” Jones had one serious hunch in his heart 

that screamed to be released as if Satan himself would utter it for him if he wouldn’t. Jones was 

angry and he wanted him gone, so he fired away. “And you were probably in the pants of some 

boys.”  

 There were roars of laughter from each small crowd of men. Non-stop exclamations of 

“Oh, he gotcha there, Wells,” and “Good one, Captain,” floated through the air into the ears of 

Jones, tickling his teeth into giggling. Wells looked around for some justification to these claims 

that he knew were false but that the gullible pirates would chew on like tobacco. A eureka-

moment crowded his mind and he shot back an accusation at Jones.  

 “Says the man who poisoned Stenkerd,” said Wells eloquently, staring holes into Jones. 

“You really thought you’d get away with it, huh? Fool. Turner wrote me that he saw you go into 

some bunker near the brig and leave with a vial of something that didn’t smell pleasant a few 

days prior to Stenkerd’s passing.” Wells looked to Turner who nodded his head in agreement 

because the man knew nothing else besides compliancy to a man ranking higher than him. 

Amazement covered the faces of Jones’ men like paintings. They now were looking at Jones, 

accusingly.  

 “That true cap’n?” asked a man in the back of Jones crowd. Murmurs followed this 

question like hungry wolves do rabbits.  



 “Oh, please men,” shouted Jones, turning back and forth toward his and Wells’ men. “I 

didn’t. I would never. Stenkerd was like my father. He was no enemy.” 

 “I don’t know, cap’n,” said another voice in one of the crowds. “This seems pretty likely 

to me. You are always holding your jacket like somethin’ importan’ si’nit.’” Jones knew that this 

voice referenced his holding of the treasure map. 

 “Looks like you have some explaining to do, captain,” chuckled Wells.  

 “Touché, Wells,” Jones said. He didn’t know how to get around the opinions of these 

men. It seemed as challenging as steering Miss Pulchritudinous around a giant rock or iceberg. 

Once these men had an opinion, it was set in stone. They were pirates after all; men who needed 

something to look to after being brutally traumatized by the silence of the sea.  

 “So is it true?” asked Wells. “You poisoned Stenkerd? Your ‘father-like figure’?”  

 “No!” shouted Jones, arms up in protest, whirling around between both groups. He 

stepped closer and into the face of Wells. A screaming match ensued.  

 “How could that possibly be true? Stenkerd gave me everything. I’d never betray him 

like that to get ahead! No way.” 

 “Well that’s not what Turner thinks. Turner is one of my brightest pupils. He would 

never lie to me.” Wells turned to Turner as if asking permission that this be true. Turner 

sheepishly nodded. The men then began spitting on each other again.  

 “You liar, Wells! Rot in hell next to Satan!” Jones looked to all people, pointing firm 

sticks into the chest of Wells. Worry filled his eyes as if poured into empty bottles of rum and 

exasperation seemed to substitute itself for body odor. Wells picked up on the scent, like the 

velociraptors of old hunting in packs. He began to harangue. 

 “Men of both sides, we should come together,” preached Wells, pacing before both 

crowds of pirates. “We have a mutual enemy here. One who killed our beloved leader, Stenkerd. 

Now, why are we letting him take our oxygen from us?!”  

 There were cascades of shouts that agreed with the smooth tongue of Wells. The men 

were hyped up and Jones stood there in front of Wells, looking around for anyone who would 

listen to his defense. There was no one. No just judges rode the seas as do the pirates. The 

decision had been made. Wells became judge, jury and executioner. He turned toward the men 

and pointed at Jones. The men took this as an order to grab him.  

 And so they did. A few obedient men to Wells, even some from Jones’ crowd, hoisted 

him over their heads as if he were a champion athlete after winning a grand match. They walked 

the short distance to the edge of the ship, away from the planks, supplying no chance for a 

landing that would be somewhere other than the water for Jones. The men gathered their strength 

and in a yawp threw Jones over the edge of the Force, into the water. A substantial splash 

followed his slapping of the water-floor.  



 Jones tried to swim, tried to bring his head above the vicious waves but in vain. He 

gasped for breath, searching for the same air that once filled the lungs of Adam and Eve. He was 

between the two ships but faced the Force. Wells’ head peaked over the edge of his ship and it 

was the last thing Jones ever saw. Ironic, Jones a pirate, that couldn’t swim; perhaps, he was 

never in fear of himself being tossed into the water he reined over with ease, never granting him 

a moment to actually learn what should be an innate skill. These were the last wonders that 

surged through his brain. Soon, he was gobbled up by a whale.  


